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the easiest ways to protect your databases against unauthorized access can be done while they are idle. for example, disconnecting the computer from the network after the user has gone home may not immediately solve the problem because a person may take their
computer back to the office. in such cases, you can still disable the idle time management options of toad. this process is the same as the oracle security checklist item #2 using oracle profiles to disable idle management. you may feel this is being over-protective but in

the real world such occurrences are more likely to occur. this is the same as the security recommendation discussed in the previous step. the oracle rac security recommendations are amongst the key step to prevent sensitive data from leaking in a rac environment.
ideally, the rule for rac is, one system per application. so, whether your system is based on oracle universal installer, universal installer tuning advisor, oracle golden gate, coherence application accelerator or rac one controller, you must follow the security

recommendations of that software. the initial installation of these components should be configured to refuse to install a rac system unless and until your security team performs a comprehensive security audit of your systems, working to ensure that all security holes are
fully patched and that all services are configured to block direct or redirection attacks. so lets get back to the licensing concern. if your concerned about your license count, or maybe youre tired of purchasing another license for each new technician, then what? well, first of

all consider the new triguard access license policy (requires a license from the application access business unit and valid license key from the end-user).
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sql link is a brand new sql tool on the market. sql link is much faster
than quest sql developer, and works on just any platform. with this
tool, you can search the entire databases in your oracle grid. you

can search all the columns and get the information fast. if you need
to change a table column or column values, it is very easy to do
that with sql link. sql link is also free! all security is relative, and

once again the best way to protect a company against online
threats is to prevent the first one. seemingly benign login

procedures could in fact be used as backdoor vectors for nefarious
activities. while there are no easy measures that prevent every

conceivable threat, your job as an administrator is to provide the
most secure login mechanism in the most secure environment. at
the simplest level, its sufficient to disable sql loader - this prevents
most people from reading table schemas and building sql queries.

the "turn off" switch only applies to sql loader, not to graphical
elements of toad. although there are people who do leave their

databases unsecured (usually because they have been repeatedly
attacked by some clever hacker who figured out their passwords),
we are told that a majority of people in the u.s. simply do not save
their passwords. many password corruption attacks occur due to
user passwords being stored in a manner that makes them easily
discoverable (sometimes by simple identity theft). these systems

are sometimes known as "shoulder surfers". hence, there is
absolutely no reason for anybody to have passwords saved in their

systems. 5ec8ef588b
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